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BIF App Terms & Conditions
WHAT’S THE DEAL HERE?

The Better Ideas Faster App (BIF) is a service app i.e. by accessing our software you are enabling us through that 
software to provide you with a service, in this case a kickarse app that facilitates spontaneous creative collaboration 
(the Service). By using the Service, you acknowledge, accept and agree with these terms and in the use and treatment of 
your information.

If we make a change to these terms, you are free to decide whether to accept the terms or to stop using our Service; 
your continued use of the Service after the effectiveness of that update will be deemed to represent your agreement 
with, and consent to be bound by, the new Terms. 

WHAT’S IN IT FOR BIF?

For the moment nothing other than this app fits our purpose of helping you and others get Better Ideas happening 
Faster. If there’s loads of love for BIF down the road, then we’ll introduce a small fee to use it. 

Rights
WHAT RIGHTS DO YOU GET IN MY CONTENT?

The crucial point is that it is your Content and not ours.  You retain copyright and any other rights you already held in 
your Content.  All you need to do is grant us the minimum licence we need to operate the service.  By that we mean, for 
as long as your content is stored with us, and in order for the service to work, you grant us a royalty free, irrevocable 
licence to display, perform and distribute your Content and to modify (for technical purposes, e.g., making sure content 
is viewable on smart phones as well as computers) and reproduce such Content to enable BIF to operate the Service.  
You agree that these rights include a right for BIF to make such Content available to, and pass these rights along to, 
others with whom BIF has contractual relationships related to the provision of the Service, solely for the purpose of 
providing such services, and to otherwise permit access to or disclose your Content to third parties if BIF determines 
such access is necessary to comply with its legal obligations.

Privacy
Other than us, and then only for the reasons below, the only people who can see your content are those you want to see 
it.  We only disclose information when:

•	 We have your explicit consent to share the information

•	 We need to share your information with affiliated and unaffiliated service providers who process data on our behalf 
and subject to strict data protection requirements

•	 We believe it is necessary to investigate potential violations of our Terms of Service, to enforce those Terms of 
Service, or where we believe it is necessary to investigate, prevent or take action regarding illegal activities, 
suspected fraud or potential threats against persons, property or the systems on which we operate the Service

•	 We determine that the access, preservation or disclosure of information is required or permitted by law to protect 
the rights, property or personal safety of BIF and our users or is required to comply with applicable laws, including 
compliance with warrants, court orders or other legal process.

WHAT INFORMATION DO YOU COLLECT?

We collect your username password and contact preferences so we can create your account and communicate with 
you.  We also collect the geographic area where you use your mobile devices (as indicated by an BIF address or similar 
identifier), and the language you select when interacting with the Service.
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Obviously we also collect any Content you add to your account. We don’t use this information for any purpose other 
than to make sure it is available to you when you use the Service.

BIF uses data technologies to collect information that helps us provide our Service to you.

Gathering this kind of information helps us administer the Service, provide convenient and personalised user access, 
improve the features and usability of our products and Service, analyse user trends and information about users’ use of 
our Service, collect information about use and growth of the Service in specific regions, and evaluate the content and 
organisation of our site. 

We do NOT collect information about you to deliver any targeted advertising to you, or track your visits to any third-
party websites.

CAN MY CONTENT BE DELETED?

You can delete Content you have posted to BIF at any time, and you can stop using the Service at any time for any reason 
(or no reason), and you don’t even have to give us notice. If you delete information and then sync your account, it will 
no longer be accessible to you or others who may access the Service, but residual copies of your deleted Content may 
continue to exist on BIF’s back-up and archiving systems. 

If you cancel your account, the Content in your account will not be deleted unless you purposely delete that 
information, and sync your account before you cancel your account.

iP may suspend access to your account, or close your account, with or without notice according to these Terms. 
Reasons for BIF suspending or closing your account may include, without limitation: (i) breach or violation of these 
Terms or any Separate Agreement, (ii) an extended period of inactivity (determined in BIF’s sole discretion), (iii) 
your nonpayment of any fees or other sums due BIF or any other party related to your use of the Service, (iv) the 
discontinuance or material modification of the Service (or any part thereof) or (vi) unexpected technical or security 
issues or problems.

*In most cases, in the event we elect to close your account , we will provide at least 30 days advance notice to you at 
the email address you have provided to us, so you have a chance to retrieve any Content stored on BIF’s servers (unless 
we determine that we are legally prohibited from enabling you to do so). After the expiration of this notice period, you 
will no longer be able to retrieve Content contained in that account or otherwise use the Service through that account. 

*WILL BIF SEND ME EMAILS?

From time to time, we may want to contact you with information about product announcements, software updates 
and special offers. We also may want to contact you with information about products and services from our business 
partners. You may opt out of such communications at any time by clicking the “unsubscribe” link found within BIF email 
updates.

DOES BIF LOOK AT MY CONTENT?

As a rule, we do not look at Content stored in the Service, but it may be viewed if we believe our Terms of Service have 
been violated and confirmation is required, if we need to do so in order to respond to your requests for user support. 
Your Content also may be viewed where necessary to protect the rights, property or personal safety of BIF and its users, 
or in order to comply with our legal obligations, such as responding to warrants, court orders or other legal process.


